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Genes play a significant role in AD with common forms of late onset AD (LOAD) showing 
heritability between 58-79% and early onset AD of over 90%. Molecular genetic evidence 
of association with AD is highly replicable and thus provides a robust platform on which to 
build our understanding of this complex disease.  To date, over 40 gene loci are implicated 
for AD through genetic linkage and association studies. Above all, this evidence shows 
that AD is a disease of multiple components that most likely, work together to trigger dis-
ease.  Pathway analyses implicate immunity/inflammation, endocytosis, cholesterol trans-
port, ubiquitination, Aβ and tau processing as primary components of disease develop-
ment. Genomic analyses further support the contribution of immunity/inflammation and 
specifically highlight the role of microglia, hub genes and biological networks. Current ana-
lytics have enabled the capture of between 30 - 50% of heritability for common genetic 
variation in AD, they have also allowed the calculation of the accumulation of AD genetic 
risk through polygenic risk scores (PRS) analysis. In AD PRS predicts disease with around 
80% accuracy, rising to 84% for neuropathologically confirmed AD and over 90% at the 
polygenic extremes. PRS provides an exciting tool in our research armoury. Applications 
of both AD PRS and pathway specific PRS to future research could include, selection/en-
richment of those with high PRS for clinical trials and precision medicine; understanding 
early disease development and biomarker discovery through longitudinal epidemiological 
study of groups selected on PRS. However, one of the most innovative applications would 
be in the cellular modelling of the combined influences of genetic risk.  Based upon our 
current knowledge we propose the Multiplex Model, as a new perspective from which to 
understand AD.  Genetic research has changed our understanding of AD and will underpin 
future research aimed at developing novel preventative and therapeutic treatments.

Day 1 Plenary Lecture 

Identifying Alzheimer’s disease risk genes.  

Prof. Julie Williams (UK Dementia Research Institute at Cardiff University)
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The past ten years has seen a revolution in our understanding of the genetic basis of 
psychiatric disorders, with large-scale genomic studies identifying statistically-robust 
associations between numerous genetic loci and disease. The challenge now is to 
translate this information into pathophysiological insights and novel therapeutic tar-
gets. I will consider a potential pathway to achieve this, focussing on CACNA1C, 
which encodes the Cav1.2 voltage-gated calcium channel and is robustly associated 
with multiple psychiatric illnesses. Using our novel data, I will illustrate how under-
standing the molecular mechanisms of genetic risk may be crucial to understanding 
disease mechanisms, and can potentially provide a means to identify novel therapeu-
tic targets. I will also emphasise the need to use a multidisciplinary and convergent 
approach to ensure that we are able to fully capitalise on the huge potential of genom-
ic studies.

Striatal cholinergic interneurons (ChINs) play critical roles in processing value information 
for natural rewards and drugs of abuse, mainly by shaping the activity of medium spiny 
neurons of nucleus accumbens (NAc). However, their contribution to development of ad-
diction and underlying mechanisms remain largely unknown. Using mouse models, we 
assessed seeking behaviors under a prolonged progressive ratio schedule of cocaine 
self-administration, which was followed by ChIN-specific RNA sequencing of striatal re-
gions. ChINs, which were selectively isolated by fluorescence-activated cell sorting, were 
prepared for the transcriptome profiling with ChAT+ cells. Such cell-type specific transcrip-
tome analysis revealed that dopamine D2 receptor (DrD2) are highly expressed in the 
NAc of mice that are more prone to cravings for cocaine. ChIN-specific DrD2 overexpres-
sion per se is sufficient to induce addiction-like behaviors, which could be normally 
evoked by repeated infusion of cocaine. We also found that in vivo activity of accumbal 
ChINs was diminished upon cocaine infusion. Collectively, our data establish a novel 
mechanism underlying core behavioral symptoms of drug addiction.

Dopaminergic regulation of accumbal cholinergic interneuron defining  
susceptibility to cocaine addiction 

Ja Wook Koo (KBRI) 

The pathway from psychiatric genomic findings to pathophysiological nights and 
novel treatments: CACNA1C as an example. 

Prof. Elizabeth Tunbridge (Oxford University) 
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The RNA-binding protein Fused in Sarcoma (FUS) is a ubiquitously expressed member of 
the hnRNP family and has been implicated in multiple steps of gene expression. Muta-
tions in the FUS gene have been linked to the motor neuron disease Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis (ALS) and typically disrupt the nuclear localization signal of FUS, leading to 
cytoplasmic mislocalization and eventually aggregation. To identify its binding sites in the 
physiological as well as pathological context, we performed a reductionist CLIP approach 
with nuclear and cytoplasmic FUS constructs. We consistently found the spliceosomal U1 
snRNA among the most enriched transcripts in our CLIP data with a well-defined binding 
signature on stem loop 3. Our biochemical, structural and functional data suggests that 
FUS employs its two RNA-binding domains to physically bridge the U1 snRNP to its pre-
mRNA substrate during splice site definition. In the disease context, we observed that 
cytoplasmic FUS cross-links to an additional site on the U1 snRNA overlapping with the 
Sm site. We show that this aberrant cytoplasmic interaction interferes with U1 snRNP 
biogenesis and present evidence for a general snRNP assembly defect. Intriguingly, 
snRNP biogenesis defects were already reported for Spinal Muscular Atrophy and implic-
ate a shared pathomechanism between FUS-linked ALS and Spinal Muscular Atrophy.

Disrupted snRNP biogenesis links FUS-ALS to SMA 

Dr Marc David Ruepp (UK Dementia Research Institute at King’s College London) 

Proper development of the nervous system is critical for its function, and deficits in neural 
development have been implicated in many brain disorders. A precise and predictable 
developmental schedule requires highly coordinated transcriptional cascades that orches-
trate the dynamics of mammalian cortical neurogenesis. Recent discoveries of wide-
spread mRNA chemical modifications raise the question of whether this mechanism plays 
post-transcriptional regulatory role in cortical neurogenesis. N6-methyladenosine (m6A), 
installed by the Mettl3/Mettl14 methyltransferase complex, is the most prevalent internal 
mRNA modification. However, the function of m6A methylation in mammalian brain devel-
opment is largely unknown. Here we used the Mettl14 conditional knockout mouse as a 
model to examine m6A function in embryonic cortical neurogenesis in vivo. Mettl14dele-
tion in the embryonic mouse brain resulted in diminished m6A content, altered cell cycle 
progression of radial glial cells, and impaired temporal progression of the cortical devel-
opment. To gain insight into the potential molecular mechanism underlying m6A depend-
ent regulation, we performed m6A-seq from mouse developing forebrain and identified 
high confident m6A peaks on gene transcripts related to transcription factors, cell cycle 
and neuron differentiation. In addition, using m6A-seq datasets from mouse forebrain and 
human forebrain organoids, we revealed conserved and unique m6A mRNA methylation 
landscapes of mouse and human cortical neurogenesis. Together, our results reveal crit-
ical epitranscriptomic control of mammalian cortical neurogenesis and novel insight into 
mechanisms underlying this highly coordinated developmental program.

Deciphering the neural epitransciptome using mouse and human  
brain organoid models 

Dr. Ki-Jun Yoon (KAIST) 
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Formation of memories in the brain is believed to involve architectural remodelling of 
synaptic connections. This remodelling is likely to engage ultrathin astroglial processes 
that occur near excitatory synapses providing powerful uptake of glutamate that escapes 
from the synaptic cleft. Whilst glutamate uptake is critical for normal function of neural cir-
cuits, the causal relationships between use-dependent synaptic restructuring and 
changes in nearby astroglia remain poorly understood. We combined single-cell electro-
physiology with two-photon excitation microscopy, photolytic uncaging, super-resolution 
techniques, and correlational 3D electron microscopy, to monitor fine astroglial morpholo-
gy during the induction of synaptic long-term potentiation (LTP). We document NMDA re-
ceptor dependent-withdrawal of astroglial processes from the vicinity of synapses follow-
ing LTP induction, both at the level of synaptic populations and at the level of individually 
monitored potentiated synapses. The reduction in synaptic astroglial coverage boosts ex-
tra-synaptic escape of released glutamate thus facilitating NMDA receptor-mediated 
cross-talk among neighbouring synapses. The cellular mechanisms underlying astroglial 
restructuring involve local Ca2+ elevations but do not depend on metabotropic glutamate 
receptors, IP3-receptor signalling, aquaporins, or Ephrin-associated morphogenesis. They 
require astroglial ion exchanger NCCK1 and involve cofilin, a soluble intracellular protein 
that controls actin assembly. Our findings reveal a mechanism by which local synaptic 
plasticity events can alter signal integration properties in nearby circuitry. 

Neural networks with astroglia: Use-dependent plasticity of synaptic microenvironment 

Dr Dmitri Rusakov (Institute of Neurology, University College London) 

The underlying mechanisms of how positive emotional valence (e.g., pleasure) causes 
preference of an associated context is poorly understood. We show that activation of as-
trocytic mu-opioid receptor (MOR) drives conditioned place preference (CPP) by means 
of specific modulation of astrocytic MOR, an exemplar endogenous Gi protein-coupled 
receptor (Gi-GPCR), in the CA1 hippocampus. Long-term potentiation (LTP) induced by a 
subthreshold stimulation with the activation of astrocytic MOR at the Schaffer collateral 
pathway accounts for the memory acquisition to induce CPP. This astrocytic MOR-medi-
ated LTP induction is dependent on astrocytic glutamate released upon activation of the 
astrocytic MOR and the consequent activation of the presynaptic mGluR1. The astrocytic 
MOR-dependent LTP and CPP were recapitulated by a chemogenetic activation of astro-
cyte-specifically expressed Gi-DREADD hM4Di. Our study reveals that the transduction 
of inhibitory Gi-signaling into augmented excitatory synaptic transmission through astro-
cytic glutamate is critical for the acquisition of contextual memory for CPP. 

Activation of astrocytic m-opioid receptor causes conditioned place preference 

Dr Justin Lee (Institute for Basic Sciences, Republic of Korea) 
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Neuronal representations in the primary visual cortex (V1) are shaped by experience, 
through the integration of both external visual inputs and internal signals related to an an-
imal’s behaviour. The activity of V1 neurons is thus influenced by a variety of factors 
when animals navigate through their environment. Using in vivo two-photon calcium 
imaging, my research group examined the activity of V1 neurons before, during and after 
head-fixed mice were trained using a visually-guided task in a virtual reality environment. 
We found a refinement of responses to both visual aspects of the task as well as reward-
related responses in V1. These results provide additional evidence that neuronal activity 
in primary sensory areas is highly dynamic and changes with the behavioural significance 
of sensory inputs. I will present current projects of the lab related to the mechanisms un-
derlying this plasticity. 

Vision in action: contextual signals in mouse visual cortex 

Dr Nathalie Rochefort (University of Edinburgh) 

Despite many advances, the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD) and the commonest 
cause of dementia in the elderly remains incompletely understood. Recently, epigenetic 
modifications have been shown to play a potential role in neurodegeneration, but the specific 
involvement of epigenetic signatures has not been studied in AD. Elongin BC And Polycomb 
Repressive Complex 2 Associated Protein (EPOP)/C17orf96 is a novel component of PRC2 
and plays a regulatory role for chromatin remodeling and gene expression. However, the role 
of EPOP/C17orf96 in central nervous system is not explored yet. Herein, we found that the 
level of EPOP/C17orf96 is downregulated in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Deletion of EPOP/
C17orf96 showed reduced spatial and temporal learning memory in mice. In correlation with 
impaired cognitive function, EPOP/C17orf96 deficient mice exhibited significant reductions of 
LTP formation and hippocampal synaptic activity. Notably, the LTP was restored when EPOP 
was delivered into hippocampal region of EPOP KO mice, indicating that EPOP is directly 
associated with LTP-dependent synaptic activity. Moreover, whole transcriptome analysis re-
vealed that immediate early genes such as Arc and Fos were significantly decreased in 
EPOP/C17orf96-deficient mice. Our study indicates that EPOP/C17orf96 plays a bona fide 
role in the regulation of hippocampal synaptic activity and memory function. Deregulation of 
EPOP/C17orf96 may be an epigenetic and pathological marker associated with memory dys-
function in AD.

Epigenetic regulation of memory function in Alzheimer’s Disease 

Dr Hoon Ryu (Korea Institute of Science and Technology) 
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Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) renders profiling of genes of interest less 
time- consuming and cost-effective. Recently, multiplex profiling of miRNAs has enabled 
identifying or investigating predominant miRNAs for various diseases such as cancers and 
neurodegenerative diseases. Conventional multiplex qPCR technologies mostly use colori-
metric measurements in solution phase, yet not only suffer from limited multi- plexing capaci-
ty but also require target- screening processes due to non-specific binding between targets 
and primers. Here, we present hydrogel micropost-based qPCR for multiplex detection of 
miRNAs associated with Alzheimer's disease (AD). Our methodology promises two key ad-
vantages compared with the conventional so- lution-based PCR: 1) nearly no non-specific 
crosstalks between targets and primers, and 2) practically valuable multiplexing by spatial 
encoding within a single microchamber. Specifically, we immobilized hydrogel micro- posts (~ 
400 µm in diameter) within commercially available polycarbonate PCR chips by multi-step 
ultraviolet (UV, 365 nm) exposure. We optimized this photoimmobilization for thermal cycles 
of PCR as well. Acrylated forward primers incorporated in polyethylene glycol diacrylate 
(PEGDA) posts played a crucial role to confine fluorescent signal of cDNA amplification with-
in the PEGDA hydrogel. To demonstrate the potential of our platform, we successfully verified 
multiplex detection of five miRNAs, which were reported to be highly cor- related with AD, 
from a complex buffer of human plasma. 

Hydrogel-based qPCR for multiplex detection of miRNAs 

Dr Nakwon Choi (Korean Institute of Science and Technology) 

Exploring the role of circadian dysfunction in the early stages of dementia 

Dr Marco Brancaccio (UK Dementia Research Institute, Imperial College London) 
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Circadian rhythms depend on well characterised intracellular transcription-translation negative 
feedback loops of clock gene expression. In mammals, these self-sustained cellular clocks 
are integrated at the organismal level by the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hy-
pothalamus, which ensures alignment of the body clock to the external light dark-cycle, via 
retina input and also mediates internal synchronisation of physiology and behaviour. A general 
assumption is that neurons are exclusively responsible for integrating such multicellular infor-
mation, whereas glia mostly play a supportive and/or modulatory role. However, we have re-
cently challenged such assumption, by showing that astrocytes of the SCN can autonomously 
initiate and drive de novo circadian behaviour in mouse models of genetic clock ablation 
(Brancaccio et al. Neuron 2017, Brancaccio et al. Science 2019). By performing long-term in-
tegrated imaging in organotypic SCN explants transduced with genetically encoded biolumi-
nescent/ fluorescent reporters of neuronal and glial function and gene expression, we were 
able to follow their reciprocal coordination simultaneously, for several weeks. This approach 
has revealed a striking day/ night separation of neuronal and astrocytic activities in the SCN, 
which is essential to mediate robust circadian timekeeping in mammals. In particular, night-
time release of extracellular glutamate from astrocytes is sufficient to restore rhythmic calcium 
activity and gene expression of associated neuronal populations (Hastings et al Nat. Rev. 
Neurosc. 2018) Recent evidence demonstrates that both amyloid β and secreted tau levels 
show strong daily oscillations in the brain interstitial space and that circadian dysfunction is 
associated with preclinical Alzheimer’s disease, by unknown mechanisms. Interestingly, here 
we show that mouse models of amyloidosis show early disturbances in their circadian be-
haviour before evidence of increased amyloid β and that strong circadian patterns of tau gene 
expression are present in the SCN, thus suggesting a putative direct link between early circa-
dian and sleep disturbances and pathogenic landmarks of Alzheimer’s disease progression. 
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Although pathological contributions of reactive astrocytes have been implicated in 
Alzheimer’s disease(AD), their in vivo functions remain elusive due to the lack of ap-
propriate experimental model. Here, we have developed an animal model of reactive 
astrocytes, in which the reactivity of astrocytes can be manipulated as mild or severe. 
Intriguingly, we found that only severe reactive astrocytes caused tauopathy, neuronal 
death, brain atrophy, cognitive impairment and eventual death via oxidative stress. 
Mechanistically, excessive H2O2 originated from monoamine oxidase B(MAO-B) was 
the initial factor to turn on astrocytic iNOS and microglial NOX-2, which precipitated 
nitrotyrosylation and irreversible neurodegeneration. These were significantly preven-
ted by AAD-2004, a potent H2O2 scavenger. These neurodegenerative markers were 
consistently observed in 3D culture AD model, virus-infected APP/PS1 mice and hu-
man AD brain. Our study identifies the severe reactive astrocytes, but not mild reactive 
astrocytes, as a key determinant of neurodegeneration in AD.

H2O2 from severe reactive astrocytes precipitates pathological hallmarks of 
Alzheimer’s disease 

 Dr Heejung Chun (Institute for Basic Science) 

Structural biology in neurodegeneration


Prof. Annalisa Pastore (UK Dementia Research Institute, King’s College London) 
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTD) are 
incurable motor neuron diseases associated with muscle weakness, paralysis and 
respiratory failure. Accumulation of the TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) as toxic 
cytoplasmic inclusions is a hallmark of these pathologies. TDP-43 is an RNA-binding 
protein responsible for regulating RNA transcription, splicing, transport and translation. 
Aggregated TDP-43 does not retain its physiological function.
 
In the attempt to contrast protein aggregation, we exploited the ability of TDP-43 to 
bind RNA to interfere with its ability to self-assemble into aggregates. We demonstrat-
ed that binding of TDP-43 to specific RNA sequences that bind TDP-43 tightly and 
specifically can compete protein aggregation. Our studies provide a solid proof of con-
cept to the hypothesis that natural interactions can be exploited to increase protein 
solubility. This concept may be adopted in the future as a more general rational thera-
peutic strategy.
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The ordered assembly of tau protein into abnormal filamentous inclusions in brain cells un-
derlies many neurodegenerative diseases. We used cryo-EM to determine the high- resolu-
tion structures of tau filaments isolated from patient brain from a number of diseases, includ-
ing Alzheimer’s disease, Pick’s disease and chronic traumatic encephalopathy. In parallel, we 
assessed antibody binding to intact filaments by immuno-EM to compare structured se-
quences within filaments across multiple disease cases and brain regions. Our results estab-
lish the existence of disease-specific conformers of assembled tau. Conformers are formed 
from conserved secondary structure motifs with markedly different conformations at turn 
residues. In addition, the identification of non-proteinaceous components within the ordered 
cores of tau filaments suggests a novel role for cofactors in assembly and conformer forma-
tion. These results pave the way to understanding the role of conformers of assembled pro-
teins in neurodegenerative disease and may enable the rational design of tracer compounds 
and of inhibitors of assembly.  

Conformers of assembled tau in human neurodegenerative diseases 

Dr Ben Falcon (LMB, University of Cambridge) 

With hundreds of billions of neurons and thousands of trillions of synaptic connections be-
tween them, the human brain is the most complex system on earth. However, there are no 
well-developed human brain models to study the brain activities in either laboratory environ-
ments or in animal bodies. Here, I present micro-scaled 3D environments that reconstruct a 
3D human brain in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) by recapitulating AD signature of elevated levels 
of amyloid-beta (A-beta), tau proteins, activation of microglia, immune cells resident in a cen-
tral nervous system (CNS), and consequent neuronal damage. In particular, the model mir-
rored microglial neurotoxic activities such as axonal cleavage and neurotoxic release. 

3D Human brain models in microfluidics for the study of neurological disorders 

Dr Hansang Cho (Institute of North Carolina, Charlotte) 
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Recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence research have reinvigorated the long-
running dialogue between AI and neuroscience.  I'll review the current state of the art 
in AI, considering how insights from neuroscience have benefitted AI research, and 
how we might leverage advances in AI to attain new insights concerning brain func-
tion. 

Day 2 Plenary Lecture 
AI and Neuroscience: a virtuous circle 

Dr Matt Botvinick (DeepMind, Google UK)
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Dendritic integration of motor and sensory inputs formulates a mixed response selectivity 
in the distal dendrites.  However, wiring specificity to produce such feature selectivity is 
still far from complete understanding. We analyzed the relative distribution of representa-
tive sensory from the posterior medial thalamic nucleus (POm) and motor inputs from the 
primary motor cortex (M1) on distal tuft dendrites of layer V (L5) pyramidal neurons in the 
barrel cortex. Axons both from POm and M1 ramify in layer1 and make synaptic contacts 
on distal dendrites of layer 5 of S1BF. Because of the long length of the apical dendrites 
with intracellular resistivity, synaptic voltage changes of these synapses will be severely 
filtered upon the arrival at the axon hillock. We hypothesized synapses from POm and 
M1 are wired to support effective regenerative dendritic activity to overcome the passive 
attenuation. More specifically, we have tackled the question if the two inputs are segre-
gated on the different set of dendrites which in turn leads to the distinctive response.  
Supporting this hypothesis, frequent Ca2+ spikes have been reported in tuft dendrite of 
L5 pyramidal neurons in vivo, some of which were strongly dependent on active whisker 
touch as well as M1 activity. In order to examine this possibility, we used array tomogra-
phy and in vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging combined with electrical stimulation of POm or 
M1. We found that the inputs from POm and M1 did not show strong tropism on dendritic 
branches but the number of synapses from each input showed a strong correlation with 
the length of the dendritic branches. On the other hand, the dendritic Ca2+ responses 
evoked by the two sources showed a dynamic negative modulation. Majority of M1-
evoked responses were significantly reduced by the simultaneous POm inputs. This 
phenomenon was confirmed in whole-cell recording in vitro. Therefore, we are currently 
testing the hypothesis that the response selectivity observed during object localization 
task is due to the mutual inhibition of synaptic inputs on distal dendrites rather than se-
lective wiring per se. Currently, we plan to examine the physiological effect of such mod-
ulations on the perception of whisker-dependent object recognition.

Distribution and interaction of high-order thalamic and top-down inputs on  
Distal dendrites of layer 5 pyramidal neurons 

Dr Jong-Cheol Rah (Korea Brain Research Institute) 

Mitochondria are essential in long axons to provide metabolic support and sustain neu-
ron integrity. Hence deficits in mitochondrial function and mutations in mitochondrial 
regulating genes contribute to a wealth of neurodegenerative diseases. A healthy mito-
chondrial pool is maintained by a number of key processes including: biogenesis, 
transport, mitophagy, fission and fusion, but how these events are regulated in axons is 
not well defined. We hypothesised that there are a number of important genes that 
have not yet been identified and a comprehensive collection of conserved modulators 
of mitochondria in aged adult neurons is overdue. We therefore conducted an unbiased 
forwards genetic screen to find new genes that modulate mitochondria in axons in vivo, 
using Drosophila and verify our results using mammalian neurons in vitro. We present 
the identification and characterisation of several new mitochondrial target genes that 
alter mitochondrial size, number or distribution in axons. Functional characterisation of 
mitochondrial genes should provide exciting new insights into the molecular regulation 
of axon-mitochondrial interactions and are potential therapeutic targets for intervention 
in neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease. 

 

The Genetics of Axonal Mitochondrial Biology 

Dr Gaynor Smith (UK Dementia Research Institute, Cardiff University) 
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By observing the emotional situations of others, we can vicariously experience their affec-
tive states in our mind. The empathic ability to recognize and share the mental states of 
others is crucial for our emotional experience and social interaction. Observational fear is 
a useful behavioral paradigm for assessing affective empathy in rodents. However, specif-
ic genes and neural mechanisms underlying observational fear remain unknown. Using 
selective gene deletion and optogenetics, we have recently identified that Neurexin 3 
(Nrxn3)-dependent somatostatin-expressing (SST) interneurons in the anterior cingulate 
cortex (ACC) bidirectionally control observational fear. Conversely, inhibition of other 
types of GABAergic neurons in the ACC did not alter vicarious freezing responses. Alto-
gether, our study suggests that the SST+ interneuron-mediated disinhibition in the ACC 
gates the degree of socially transmitted vicarious fear. 

Genetic and circuit mechanisms underlying empathy fear 
Dr Sehoon Keum (Institute for Basic Science) 
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The motor activities during locomotion require three main systems: 1) a network of in-
terneurons in the spinal cord that generates rhythmic and patterned motor neuron activi-
ty; 2) supraspinal centers that communicate with the local interneuron circuits through 
ascending and descending channels; 3) sensory neurons that modulate locomotor activi-
ty through feedback signals. In this talk, I will briefly present my three-pronged approach 
to understand locomotor circuit development: the evolution of motor circuits, the regulato-
ry mechanism of motor circuit formation, and the development of sensory ascending sys-
tem. In the first part of my talk, I will discuss about how neuronal circuits for land walking 
are emerged during the course of vertebrate evolution. The little skate is one of the most 
primitive fin bearing vertebrate species. Unlike other fish species, little skates can walk 
using pelvic fins on the sea floor. We found that molecular and neuronal substrates for 
land walking were already present long before our ancestors occupy land. In the second 
part of my talk, I will show that motor neuron identity is an instructive signal for specific 
inputs that motor neurons receive. We showed that sensory-motor neuron and interneu-
ron-motor neuron connection specificity depends on motor neuron identity. Lastly, I will 
briefly introduce most recent data about the development of spinocerebellar tract neu-
rons. In this study we identified molecular markers and circuit wiring mechanisms for 
spinocerebellar tract neurons through single cell RNA sequencing experiments and 
mouse genetics. In summary, motor circuits for the walking behavior are already present 
in a very primitive fish species, and motor neurons have an instructive role in regulating 
motor circuit formation. In the future, we’d like to address how diverse motor behaviors 
are derived from the “ground state” motor behavior by studying the regulatory mecha-
nisms of the motor circuit development in diverse vertebrate species.   
 

Decoding molecular logic underlying locomotor circuit development 

Dr Myungin Baek (Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science & Technology) 

Memory is a fundamental property of the brain. Drosophila can learn to associate odors 
with reward or punishment. The resulting memories direct odor-specific approach or 
avoidance behaviors. Recent progress has revealed a straightforward model for learn-
ing in which specific dopaminergic neurons assign valence to odor representations in 
the neural ensemble of the mushroom bodies. Dopamine directed synaptic depression 
alters the route of odor-driven activity through the mushroom body output network. This 
learned configuration guides relevant behaviour. Following retrieval, these memories 
can be updated through the processes of extinction and reconsolidation.  Our latest 
studies provide mechanistic neural circuit-based explanations for these fascinating and 
conserved phenomena.  

Memory-directed behaviour in Drosophila 

Prof. Scott Waddell (University of Oxford) 
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Glucose-sensing neurons regulate neuronal activity in response to glucose or its metabol-
ite. According to glucostatic hypothesis proposed by Jean Mayer in 1953, feeding is regu-
lated by neurons in the brain that sense glucose levels in the blood. Despite of subsequent 
discovery of glucose-sensing neurons through electrophysiological approaches by Oomura 
et al (Nature 1963), the physiological role of glucose sensing in feeding or any related 
event remains unclear. I will discuss two types of glucose-sensing neurons in my talk: 1) a 
population that mediates carbohydrate consumption in animals – flies and mice (Dus et al, 
Nature Neuroscience 2013, Neuron 2015); 2) a population that coordinates the release of 
insulin and glucagon in flies (Oh et al, Nature in press).   
  
 

An enigma of 65 years: glucose-sensing neurons 

Dr Greg Suh (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology) 

Sensory systems encode the world around us to produce context-dependent appropriate 
behaviours. However, we know little about the way new sensory evoked behaviours arise 
as receptors and neural circuits are re-shaped during evolution. To bring insights into these 
questions, we are comparing the olfactory systems of different Drosophila species that 
have diverged in adaptation to diverse ecological niches. We found diversification both at 
the level of olfactory receptor proteins and neural circuit components, and identified the ge-
netic bases behind these evolutionary changes. At the receptor protein level, we found that 
pseudogenes can be functional, and through homology modelling, mutational analysis and 
ancient protein reconstruction, we delineated a molecular evolutionary trajectory that re-
veals how the specificity of a receptor has shifted multiple times from one salient odour to 
another.  In parallel, we are investigating the role of programmed cell death in the evolution 
of olfactory circuits, where we find that undead neurons have the potential to display devel-
opmental programmes that diversify olfactory sensory neuron populations, and can con-
tribute to the evolution of olfactory circuits across species. Together, our results work sheds 
light on important mechanisms through which neural circuits change over evolutionary time. 

 

Zombie genes, undead neurons and the evolution of olfactory systems 

Dr Lucia Prieto-Godino (The Francis Crick Institute) 
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Understanding the role of ALS/FTD gene TBK in cellular response to stress. 
Andrew T. Lloyd1-3, Gaynor A. Smith1,4, Adrian J. Harwood1-3, Owen M. Peters1-3 
1UK Dementia Research Institute, 2School of Biosciences, 3Neuroscience and Metal Health research Institute, 4School of Medicine, 
Cardiff University, Wales, UK 

Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD) and the motor neuron disease Amyotrophic Lateral Scle-
rosis (ALS) have differing clinical presentations with distinct neuronal populations under-
going cell death in each. Pathogenic mutations in several genes have been identified as 
common to both disorders suggesting a genomic and phenotypic spectrum exists between 
the diseases. Predicted loss-of-function mutations in the multi-functional kinase TANK-
Binding Kinase I (TBK1) have been found in both sporadic and familial ALS, FTD and 
pedigrees in which both diseases occur (Freischmidt A et. al. 2017). It is unclear why indi-
viduals with matching TBK1 mutations develop distinct symptoms of motor neuron dis-
ease, dementia or a combination of both. TBK1 has well-characterised roles in innate im-
mune response and autophagy, however it is unclear how these roles, or others yet to be 
identified, are relevant to the neurodegeneration seen in ALS/FTD. We aim to understand 
if TBK1 contributes in cellular response to a broad range of neurodegeneration relevant 
stresses, using a combination of survival assays, respiration analysis and a high content 
image analysis platform (Bray et al. 2016). Our early data suggests TBK1 plays a previ-
ously unidentified role in regulating neuronal respiration and response to inhibitors of mi-
tochondria function. 

Proteomic investigation of the Alzheimer’s risk gene SPI. 
Cerys Ballard, Derek Blake, Matthew Hill 
School of Medicine, Cardiff University, Wales, UK 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder for which there are 
no disease-modifying therapies. Genome-wide association studies have identified over 20 
susceptibility loci for AD, including a primary association at the SPI1 locus. However, 
many of these risk loci lie in non-coding regions. Linkage disequilibrium and polygenicity 
add to the challenge of functional interpretation and mechanistic understanding. Recent 
research has found that AD risk single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are enriched in 
open chromatin regions that contain SPI1/PU.1 DNA binding motifs. Genetic variation at 
these sites may result in impaired SPI1 transcriptional output which may be central to AD 
risk. Further investigation into SPI1 function and downstream transcriptional networks will 
provide insights into the molecular processes involved in AD pathogenesis. To explore 
this, a high-quality anti-PU.1 antibody is in development. The antibody will initially be used 
to identify SPI1 protein isoforms and post-translational modifications using immunoprecipi-
tation (IP)-Mass Spectrometry. Co-IP Mass Spectrometry will be utilised to investigate the 
SPI1 interactome; to identify protein-protein interactions potentially integral to SPI1’s bio-
logical function. The latest results on the application of these methods will be presented.  
Identifying the molecular partners of PU.1 will be important for understanding its regula-
tion and function as master regulator of microglia and AD risk.
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Mapping changes to vascular health in Alzheimer’s Disease. 
Lauren Hindhaugh1-2 *, Helen Ownes1 *, Ann Ager1, Vera Knauper3 
1Division of Infection and Immunity, 2UK Dementia Research Institute, 3Dental School, Cardiff University, UK. 
*Contributed equally 

Late onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a chronic multifactorial neurodegenerative disease 
that has an insidious onset. Loss of blood brain barrier (BBB) integrity along with aberrant 
transmigration of leukocytes across the BBB is becoming increasingly recognised to play 
a role in the aetiology of AD. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified 
the tyrosine kinase receptor EphA1 to be a novel risk locus, identifying multiple non-cod-
ing single nucleotide polymorphisms to be associated with AD. In addition, a rare coding 
variant within the second fibronectin-type III domain (P460L) has been found within a Car-
ibbean Hispanic population. EphA1 is expressed on leukocytes with its ligand EphrinA1 
expressed on vascular endothelial cells. Other Eph family members are involved in cy-
toskeletal remodelling and cell motility, leading to our hypothesis that EphA1 regulates 
immune cell interactions with the BBB. Using Flp In HEK293 cell lines a soluble receptor 
fragment was detected on ligand engagement followed by receptor internalisation. This 
soluble receptor ectodomain has been demonstrated to prime human brain endothelial 
cells and promote leukocyte recruitment. Subsequent analysis of the rare EphA1 variant 
P460L shows the receptor to undergo ligand independent release and internalisation po-
tentially suggesting altered receptor processing in AD.

Roles of Hereditary Spastic Paraplegia proteins in organizing a continuous dynamic 
axon ER network 
Zhao, L., Perez-Moreno, J. J., Oliva, M., Riaz, A., Öztürk, Z., Smith, R., Nasiboulin, N., 
Sohail, A., Yalcin, B., O’Sullivan, N. C. and O’Kane, C. 
. 

In neurons, ER continuity through axons, dendrites and cell bodies potentially makes it a 
channel for long-distance communication. We want to understand the mechanisms that 
maintain an unbroken network of ER tubules of tiny diameter over long distances in axons, 
and the roles of ER in axons. Our confocal microscopy with novel ER markers, FRAP, and 
serial EM reconstructions, show physical continuity of axonal ER tubules in Drosophila, 
and highly dynamic tubule movement. Mutations affecting ER-modeling proteins with in-
tramembrane hairpin domains cause axon degenerative disease, hereditary spastic para-
plegia (HSP). Loss of different hairpin proteins in Drosophila caused phenotypes including 
loss or gain of ER, or occasional discontinuities. Serial EM sections revealed larger and 
fewer tubules in the absence of reticulon and REEP proteins. We are using several ap-
proaches to identify additional proteins that contribute to tubule formation, and using HSP 
protein mutants to test the physiological roles of ER architecture, including calcium flux in 
ER lumen or mitochondria. We hypothesise that (1) occasional ER gaps in HSP mutants 
may underlie degeneration of longer axons; (2) homeostatic mechanisms use dynamic ER 
tubules to avoid gaps in the network, or prevent excess local ER; (3) continuity of ER is 
important to its roles in axon maintenance; (4) the minuscule lumen of axonal ER has 
functional consequences.
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The Genetics of Axonal Mitochondrial Biology 
Daniel Maddison, Leo Lin, Owen M. Peters & Gaynor A. Smith. 
. 

Mitochondria are essential in long axons to provide metabolic support and sustain neuron 
integrity. Hence deficits in mitochondrial function and mutations in mitochondrial regulating 
genes contribute to a wealth of neurodegenerative diseases. A healthy mitochondrial pool 
is maintained by a number of key processes including: biogenesis, transport, mitophagy, 
fission and fusion, but how these events are regulated in axons is not well defined. We 
hypothesised that there are a number of important genes that have not yet been identified 
and a comprehensive collection of conserved modulators of mitochondria in aged adult 
neurons is overdue. We there-fore conducted an unbiased forwards genetic screen to find 
new genes that modulate mitochondria in axons in vivo, using Drosophila and verify our 
results using mammalian neurons in vitro. We present the identification and characterisa-
tion of several new mitochondrial target genes that alter mitochondrial size, number or dis-
tribution in axons. Functional characterisation of mitochondrial genes should provide excit-
ing new insights into the molecular regulation of axon-mitochondrial interactions and are 
potential therapeutic targets for intervention in neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s 
disease.

Investigating genetic modifiers of Huntington’s disease in Drosophila 
melanogaster 
Freja Sadler1, Emyr Lloyd-Evans2, Thomas Massey3, Gaynor Smith1 and Lesley 
Jones1,3 
1. Cardiff UK DRI; 2. School of Biosciences, Cardiff University, Cardiff UK; 3.MRC Centre for Neuropsychiatric Genetics and Ge-
nomics 

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a genetic neurodegenerative disorder caused by an ex-
pansion in the CAG repeat tract of the huntingtin gene. Huntingtin pathology initiates 
within medium spiny neurons of the striatum, and subsequently spreads to other areas 
of the brain. Symptoms start mid-life and cause motor, behavioural and psychiatric 
deficits. The age at onset of HD correlates inversely with increased CAG length, ac-
counting for 50-60% of the variance in onset, but other factors, including inherited ge-
netic differences account for part of the variation in onset. Genome wide association 
studies have highlighted a number of loci associated with altered age of onset. These 
loci include components of DNA repair pathways such as MLH1 and MSH2, for which 
conserved homologs exist in Drosophila. This project aims to investigate these genetic 
modifiers using Drosophila as a model for HD. 

Initial characterisation of the Drosophila models of HD have shown a reduced lifespan, 
locomotion deficits and neurodegeneration. We hypothesise the onset of disease-relat-
ed phenotypes will be altered by the knock down of conserved genetic modifiers. 
Drosophila provides a well-characterised and rapid model for investigating the molecu-
lar mechanisms underpinning a range of human genetic modifiers of HD onset, and 
could ultimately contribute to improved therapeutics.
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Exploring the maintenance of the Axon Initial Segment using Drosophila genetics 
Louise Townsend and Gaynor Smith. 
. 

The Axon Initial Segment (AIS) has a role in neuronal polarity formation and action poten-
tial initiation. Dysregulation of the AIS has been shown in several neurological diseases 
including Alzheimer’s disease. Recent work suggests that the molecules and AIS structure 
are conserved from humans to Drosophila. However, little is known about the mainte-
nance, function and integrity of the neuronal sub-compartment. New work from our lab has 
shown that AIS maintenance may be controlled by cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs). We 
hypothesise that CDKs control the size of this compartment and filtration system, up-
stream of known factors. This project will explore the function of these molecules using 
Drosophila techniques, including a clonal system where only a subset of neurons can be 
genetically null for any given mutation. Further information on how the AIS is formed and 
maintained may ultimately help with the development of new therapeutic interventions 
where AIS dysfunction plays a role.

Progressive changes to quiescence ensure lifelong neurogenesis 
Lachlan Harris1, Marco Ortiz1, Francois Guillemot1. 
1Francis Crick Institute, London, UK. 

In most mammals, neural stem cells (NSCs) persist in the hippocampus where they con-
tinue to generate neurons (neurogenesis). The general pattern of hippocampal neurogen-
esis is that it occurs at high levels in young animals, rapidly declines and then is main-
tained at low levels throughout life. In mice, the rapid decline in neurogenesis in juveniles, 
is due to the self-consuming divisions of NSCs. However, the mechanisms that underpin 
the relative maintenance of NSCs and neurogenesis in older animals are un-known. Here, 
we demonstrate that with age, NSCs acquire the capacity to return to quiescence – instead 
of differentiating. And secondly, NSCs that have never activated, progress into a deeper 
state of quiescence. Both of these processes are controlled by a common mechanism: the 
relative abundance of the transcription factor Ascl1, which in turn, is controlled by sonic 
hedgehog signalling and the activity of the ubiquitin ligase Huwe1. In the absence of these 
cellular and molecular changes, the NSC pool exhausts and neurogenesis ends prema-
turely. Together, these findings provide insights into how the regulation of NSC quiescence 
ensures lifelong neurogenesis.
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 Intrinsic and extrinsic factors control transcriptional and chroma-tin remodelling 
underlying astrocyte maturation 
Michael Lattke1, Robert Goldstone2, Francois Guillemot1. 
1. Neural Stem Cell Biology Lab and 2. Advanced Sequencing Facility,The Francis Crick Institute, London. 

Astrocytes are highly plastic cells with diverse homeostatic functions, which are often dis-
rupted in neurological disorders, and they possess a neural-stem-cell-potential, which 
might be harnessed for regenerative medicine. Appropriate astrocyte maturation is crucial 
to establish their homeostatic functions, while restricting their neural-stem-cell-potential, 
but the mechanisms underlying this process are unclear. We characterized genome-wide 
transcriptional and chromatin accessibility changes during astrocyte maturation in mouse 
in vivo, showing that chromatin remodeling is crucial to establish homeostatic transcrip-
tional programs, while repressing neural stem cell programs. We identified several tran-
scription factors that regulate distinct transcriptional maturation modules in vitro. Further, 
we identified extrinsic signals that induce these and other transcription factors lacking in 
conventional, immature in vitro astrocyte models, there-by coordinating induction of tran-
scription-factor-controlled maturation modules. This demonstrates that astrocyte matura-
tion is not an intrinsically controlled homogenously progressing differentiation program, 
but rather a modular process controlled by extrinsic signals to establish specific astrocyte 
functions, which could explain their functional diversity and plasticity.

Fragile X Syndrome is a ribosomopathy 
Sang S. Seo, Susana R. Louros, Sophie R. Thomson, Miguel A. Gonzalez-Lozano, 
Katy Homyer, Serena Linsley-Adams, Jennifer C. Darnell, Ka Wan Li, and Emily K. 
Osterweil. 

Excessive mRNA translation is a core phenotype in fragile X syndrome (FX), a leading 
single-gene cause of autism caused by loss of the translational repressor FMRP. The 
mechanism by which elevated translation leads to neuropathology in FX is not known. To 
address this long-standing question, we interrogated excessively translating mRNAs in 
Fmr1-/y neurons identified by Translating Ribosome Affinity Purification and RNA sequenc-
ing (TRAP-seq), and compared this population to overexpressed proteins identified by la-
bel-free proteomics. Surprisingly, our results show that the targets of FMRP are not over 
ex-pressed in the translating fraction. Instead, ribosomal proteins (RPs) comprise the 
most significantly upregulated gene set common to both analyses. Validation experiments 
con-firm a significant increase in the concentration of ribosomes in Fmr1-/y neurons that 
ap-pears to unbalance the translation of critical neuronal mRNAs. These results provide 
an unexpected explanation for the pathological role of excess protein synthesis in the 
Fmr1-/y brain.
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 Emergence of age-related cognitive deficits revealed by translational touch screen 
approach 
Maksym V. Kopanitsa1, Pavlina Pavlidi2, Nawal Zabouri1, Carola Radulescu1, Samuel 
J. Barnes1. 
1. UK Dementia Research Institute at Imperial College, London, UK, 2. MSc Programme in Translational Neuroscience, Imperial Col-
lege, London, UK 

Ageing is accompanied by executive function impairments exacerbated by neurodegener-
ative conditions such as Alzheimer's disease. The neural circuit mechanisms of age-relat-
ed cognitive decline remain unclear. To elucidate the emergence of age-related cognitive 
deficits, we utilised rodent Continuous Performance Test (rCPT), implemented in automat-
ed touch screen chambers, in young adult (2.5 months), late adult (7 months) and aged 
(12 months) C57Bl/6J mice. Mice were trained to respond to a target visual stimulus for 
nutritional reward and with-hold responses to non-target stimuli presented successively on 
a touch-sensitive screen. Although age did not affect cognitive performance at the less 
demanding rCPT stages, aged wild-type mice exhibited pronounced cognitive deficits at 
the stage when the correct visual stimulus had to be distinguished from four alternative, 
neutral visual stimuli. In particular, aged mice demonstrated lower hit rates, inferior dis-
criminability (d′) values, and decreased responsivity. Our results suggest that automated 
touch screen tasks can sensitively detect the emergence of age-related cognitive deficits 
in mice. Future work will probe the underlying neural circuit causes of age-related decline 
and test remediation strategies.

Does the Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease Risk Factor BIN1 Modulates Endocytic 
Events At Dendritic Spines In Primary Cortical Neurons 
Iain A. Watson, Richard Killick, Deepak P. Srivastava. 

One of the earliest pathophysiological changes in Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease (LOAD) 
is the progressive loss of synapses. Genetic studies have identified several LOAD risk 
genes inclusive of BIN1. BIN1 has been associated with endocytosis, however, its function 
within neurons is not fully understood. Therefore, we have examined BIN1 relating to en-
docytosis using primary rat cortical neurons. Cells were grown to DIV19, immunostained 
for endogenous BIN1 and markers of ear-ly/late endocytosis. Cells were transfected with 
mScarlet or GFP-BIN1 to assess localisa-tion of endogenous and ectopic BIN1 and trans-
ferrin-555 conjugate was used to visualise endocytosis. Cells were imaged with confocal or 
super-resolution microscopy. Endogenous BIN1 was localised within dendrites and 
synapses. Expression of endogenous BIN1 was observed in stubby and mushroom 
spines. Ectopic GFP-BIN1 was observed within all spine types. BIN1 specifically colo-
calised with early endosomes but not lysosomes. However, overexpression of GFP-BIN1 
in neurons did not display altered steady-state endocytosis. Precise localisation of BIN1 
using super-resolution microscopy indicated a role within dendrites and dendritic spines. 
Colocalisation between BIN1 and early endosomes suggest a role during early endocytic 
events, however overexpression of BIN1 had no effect on steady-state endocytosis. There-
fore, BIN1 could be altering the rate of endocytosis or endocytic recycling events.
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Genetic Identification of Cell Types Underlying Brain Complex Traits Yields Novel 
Insights Into the Etiology of Parkinson's Disease 
Nathan G. Skene, Julien Bryois, Thomas Folkmann Hansen, Lisette J.A. Kogelman, 
Hunna J. Watson, Eating Disorders Working Group of the Psychiatric Genomics 
Consorti-um, International Headache Genetics Consortium, The 23andMe Research 
Team, Leo Brueggeman, Gerome Breen, Cynthia M. Bulik, Ernest Arenas, Jens Hjer-
ling-Leffler, Pat-rick F. Sullivan. 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have discovered hundreds of loci associated 
with complex brain disorders, and provide the best current insights into the etiology of 
these idiopathic traits. However, it remains unclear in which cell types these variants may 
be active, which is essential for understanding disease etiology and for disease modelling. 
Here we integrate GWAS results with single-cell transcriptomic data from the entire ner-
vous system to systematically identify cell types under-lying psychiatric disorders, neuro-
logical conditions, and other brain complex traits. We show that psychiatric disorders are 
predominantly associated with neurons from the cortex/hippocampus, the striatum and 
midbrain. Cognitive traits were generally associated with similar cell types but their asso-
ciations were driven by different genes. Neurological disorders were associated with dif-
ferent cell types, consistent with other lines of evidence. Notably, we found that Parkin-
sons disease is not only genetically associated with dopaminergic neurons but also with 
serotonergic neurons and cells from the oligodendrocyte lineage. Using post-mortem 
brain transcriptomic data, we confirmed alterations in these cells, even at the earliest 
stages of disease progression. Altogether, our study provides a solid framework for un-
derstanding the cellular basis of complex brain disorders and reveals a new unexpected 
role of oligodendrocytes in Parkinsons disease.

The role of synaptotagmins in regulating presynaptic calcium influx 
Rachel E. Jackson, Juan Burrone. 

An action potential arriving at the presynaptic terminal opens voltage-gated calcium chan-
nels causing an influx of calcium, which in turn drives neurotransmitter release. Synapto-
tagmins (Syts) are a family of calcium sensors that are essential for this process. For ex-
ample, Syt1 is considered the major sensor for synchronous Ca2+-evoked release and 
whilst the function of Syt7 is still debated, at many synapses it is thought to mediate asyn-
chronous release and short-term facilitation. We examined release probability and short-
term plasticity at individual synapses in hippocampal cultures from wild-type, Syt1 and 
Syt7 knockout mice using sypHy-RGECO, a genetically encoded reporter that monitors 
presynaptic calcium influx and neurotransmitter release simultaneously. In agreement with 
previous studies, we found that evoked neurotransmitter release was significantly reduced 
in Syt1 knockouts and facilitation was reduced in Syt7 knockouts. Unexpectedly however, 
both knockouts also affected calcium influx, with Syt1 knockouts showing a significant re-
duction and Syt7 knockouts showing an increase in the RGECO response to single action 
potentials. These results suggest that in addition to sensing presynaptic calcium influx, 
synaptotagmins play a role in its regulation.
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Imaging the axonal action potential with genetically-encoded voltage sensors 
Gonzalez Sabater V., Rigby M., Burrone J. 

The axonal action potential (AP) has traditionally been considered an all-or-none event 
that encodes information in its firing frequency. A handful of recent studies now suggest 
multiple factors can influence the AP waveform. However, due to the relative inaccessibility 
of the mammalian axon to electrophysiological methods, such studies are either limited to 
a few large synapses or rely on indirect measures of axonal voltage. Recents advance-
ments in the development of the genetically-encoded voltage sensors (GEVIs) open the 
possibility of visualizing the presynaptic AP in small en-passant varicosities with enhanced 
temporal and spatial resolution. We assessed whether the kinetics and sensitivity of two 
state-of-the-art GEVIs: Ace2N-mNeon-4AA and Archon2, are sufficient to monitor the AP 
waveform in dissociated hippocampal neurons. We found that both GEVIs can reliably re-
port modulation of the AP waveform both in the soma and in the axon. We then used spe-
cific pharmacology to investigate the factors that govern the axonal AP and its plasticity. 
We found that the axonal AP width and amplitude increase upon pharmacological block-
ade of voltage-gated and G protein-activated potassium channels, differently from the 
soma. Our observations underline the importance of axonal properties in shaping the AP 
and suggest the possibility of local analogue signal computation. 

Physiological alpha-Synuclein multimers are decreased in cortical native brain tis-
sue from DLB and sporadic PD patients 
L. de Boni1, H.Jiang2, A. Cantlon2, E. Martin1, L. Liu2, M. Rovere2, U. Dettmer2, M 
Feany2, T. Bartels1. 
1. Dementia Research Institude, University College London, London, United Kingdom, 2. Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard 
Medical School, Boston, MA, USA 

The alpha-synuclein protein (aSYN) is a key player in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Aggrega-
tion resistant multimeric conformations of aSYN are decreased in familial PD. In this 
study, we complemented the knowledge of multimeric aSYN on idiopathic (i) PD and De-
mentia with Lewy Bodies (DLB) demonstrating the importance of multimeric aSYN for spo-
radic synucleinopathies. We analyzed multimeric and monomeric as well as insoluble 
aSYN in postmortem frontal cortex (FC), cingulate gyrus (CG), entorhinal cortex (EC) and 
striatum of controls, iPD and DLB patients using an adapted cross-linking protocol, circu-
lar dichroism spectroscopy and an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. We could 
demonstrate that in accordance with published data on fPD-DLB and iPD patients also 
exhibit a significant reduction in alpha-helical aSYN multimer to monomer ratio in cortical 
FC and CG tissue, but not the histopathological unaffected striatum. Moreover, a reduc-
tion in multimeric aSYN negatively correlated with insoluble aSYN, the main component of 
pathological neuronal inclusions. In addition, decreased multimer to monomer aSYN ratios 
correlated significantly with increased neuropathological aSYN staging schemes. Overall, 
this study demonstrated that DLB and iPD patients exhibit an area-specific reduction of 
aSYN multimers in native brain tissue indicating their destabilization in the course of dis-
ease and potential as future biomarkers.
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Towards the development of an assay monitoring the interneuronal transfer of tau 
Samantha De La-Rocque, Dr. Edoardo Moretto, Prof. Giampietro Schiavo. 

Tau pathology is well documented in Alzheimer’s disease and the apparent anatomically 
linked spreading supports the hypothesis of cell-to-cell propagation of tau. However, a di-
rect visualisation and understanding of the uptake mechanism are still lacking. We pro-
pose to apply a complementary strategy based on split-GFP to conclusively demonstrate 
real-time internalisation and translocation of all six tau isoforms, including the pathological-
ly relevant P301S mutant. Split-GFP is derived from the super-folded structure of GFPs 
truncated between the 10th and 11th beta strand generating two non-fluorescent fragments; 
the 11th beta strand is used to tag recombinant purified tau, whereas the remaining 10 
strands (GFP1-10) are expressed in primary hippocampal neurons in culture. Only upon 
association between tau-GFP11 and GFP1-10, will they reconstitute the fluorophore.  With 
the use of custom-made microfluidic chambers, we plan to exploit this technique to inves-
tigate both post-synaptic uptake and trans-synaptic spread of tau. If successful, this ap-
proach will constitute the basis of an assay to test tau transport and transcytosis, which 
can be subject to pharmacological manipulation. The split-GFP strategy has not yet been 
used to study tau propagation, thus providing a novel approach that could be applicable 
in-vivo for testing novel therapeutic agents to halt propagation.

Understanding the Role of Neurexin1 in Early Human Neurodevelopment:  
Implications for Autism Spectrum Disorder 
N. J. Gatford, V. Higgs, L. Dutan Polit, D. Adhya, R. Nagy, A. T. Massrali, A. Paul, F. A. 
Flinter, G. McAlonan, J. Price, M. R. Kotter, S. Baron-Cohen, and D. P. Srivastava. 

The cell-adhesion protein super-family, neurexin (NRXN) have well described roles in 
synapse formation and function. NRXNs are also expressed highly during neurode-velop-
ment. However, the role these proteins play during this period is unknown. Using six pa-
tient-derived induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC) lines (3x control and 3x over-lapping 
NRXN1-deletion), we show NRXN1 may play a role in early human neurodevelopment, 
particularly in neuroepithelium formation and early neuronal morphogenesis. All lines were 
shown to be pluripotent and can generate neuroepithelial cells as determined by expres-
sion of pluripotency markers or neuroepithelial markers Analysis of neuroepithelial cell 
structures (neural rosettes – in vitro recapitulations of the neural tube) revealed an im-
paired ability to generate robust rosettes in one NRXN1-deletion line. Further analysis of 
immature cortical neurons from all lines via high-content screening revealed increased 
neurite outgrowth phenotypes in patient lines compared to control cells in terms of neurite 
number, length, and branch points. These data indicate NRXN1 may play a role in early 
human neurodevelopment, particularly in neuroepithelium formation and the establishment 
of early neuronal morphology. Further research will focus on comparing these results to 
isogenic controls and understanding the mechanisms underlying these phenotypes.
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 Using patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells to understand the beneficial 
effects of oestrogens in schizophrenia 
P.J.M. Deans1,2, C. Shum1,2, P. Raval 1,2, L. Dutan1,2, L. Perfect1,2, M. Conforti1, R. R 
Duarte1,3, T. Powell3, Sagnik Bhattacharyya4, Nicholas J. Brandon5,6, Jack Price1,2 
D.P. Srivastava1,2. 
1) Department of Basic and Clinical Neuroscience, Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience, King’s College London, UK; 2) 
MRC Centre for Neurodevelopmental Disorders, King’s College London, UK; 3) Social, Genetic & Developmental Psychiatry Centre, 
King’s College London, UK; 4) Department of Psychosis Studies, Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience, King’s College 
London, UK; 5) AstraZeneca-Tuft's Lab. for Translational Neurosci., Boston, MA; 6) AstraZeneca Neurosci. IMED, Waltham, MA 

Recent clinical studies have demonstrated that adjunct treatment with oestradiol, the main 
biological oestrogen, or the selective oestrogen receptor modulator (SERM) raloxifene, 
ameliorates positive and negative symptoms, and improves working memory and attention 
deficits in male and female schizophrenic patients. However, how these oestrogeniccom-
pounds exert their beneficial effects are not fully understood.  To gain an insight into how 
oestrogenic-compounds may be beneficial in schizophrenia, we have used human in-
duced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived from healthy individuals or patients diagnosed 
schizophrenic. Interestingly, oestradiol has repeatedly been shown to modulate the struc-
ture and function of glutamatergic synapses. Thus, we have focused on determining 
whether oestradiol and raloxifene can modulate glutamatergic synapses in neurons from 
healthy or patient iPSCs (iPSC-neurons).  We first generated fetal forebrain neurons rom 3 
healthy males and demonstrated that these neurons expressed oestrogen receptors. 
Moreover, oestradiol and specific SERMS were able to modulate neurite outgrowth and 
increase the expression of synaptic proteins, similar that described in other model sys-
tems. Characterisation of patient iPSC-neurons displayed a divergent gene expression 
profile, as expected from a polygenic disorder, and moreover, exhibited altered expression 
of synaptic protein indicating potential deficits in synaptic function. Critically, treatment of 
patient iPSC-neurons with oestradiol or raloxifene increased in synaptic protein expression 
to a level similar to that observed in untreated healthy iPSC-neurons was observed.   
These data demonstrate that oestrogens are capable of modulating synaptic proteins in 
human neurons taken from schizophrenic patients. Moreover, this study exemplifies how 
iPSC-based cellular models could be used to further understand how potential therapeutic 
agents exert their beneficial effects in a cellular model that recapitulates the complex ge-
netic architecture associated with polygenic disorders.
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Estradiol regulates the synaptic proteome through local protein synthesis via dis-
tinct mechanisms in males and females 
Pooja Raval, Hannah Creeney, Rodrigo R. R. Duarte, Iain A. Watson, Katherine J. 
Sellers, Timothy R. Powell, Jayanta Mukherjee, Stephen J. Moss, Nicholas J. Bran-
don & Deepak P. Srivastava. 

Estrogens, particularly 17β-estradiol have repeatedly been shown to have long-lasting in-
fluences over learning and memory believed to be driven partly through activation of sig-
nalling cascades, resulting in modulation of synaptic structure and function. Mounting evi-
dence indicates that estradiol can also rapidly modulate local protein syn-thesis. However, 
the molecular and cellular mechanisms that underlie estradiol’s ability to regulate local pro-
tein synthesis are unknown. We demonstrate that estradiol increases protein synthesis in 
acute hippocampal slices prepared from 10-12 week old male and ovariectomized (OVX) 
female mice independent of gene transcription indicting a local protein synthesis mecha-
nism. Concurrently, an increase in the amount of newly synthesised protein was detected 
at synapses within the same time-frame. This was further reflected by an increase in select 
synaptic proteins and an increase of these proteins at dendritic spines. Critically, the sig-
nalling pathways required for estradiol-induced protein synthesis differed between males 
and OVX females. Taken together, our study suggests that the rapid modulation of local 
protein synthesis by estradiol may result in an increase in synaptic function in male and 
females and thus, contribute to the facilitation of cognition offered by estrogene, this, how-
ever, occurs via distinct signalling mechanisms between sexes.

Investigating the Organisation and Function of Schizophrenia Susceptibility Genes 
ZNF804A and NT5C2 at Synapses 
Afra Aabdien. 

Schizophrenia is a chronic, debilitating, genetically heterogenous neurodevelopmental 
psychiatric disorder. Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have identified two robust 
statistically significant single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with schizo-
phrenia: rs1344706 in ZNF804A and rs11191419 or chr10_104957618_I (rs202213518) in 
NT5C2. Recent interactome analysis via a yeast two-hybrid system revealed ZNF804A 
and NT5C2 interact. Whether this interaction also occurs in neurons has not previously 
been elucidated. This study investigated the organisation of ZFP804A, the rat homologue 
of ZNF804A, and NT5C2 in primary cortical neurons, with a particular focus at the 
synapse. ZFP804A and NT5C2 were both enriched at synaptic regions compared to the 
dendrite. Neuronal culture analysis revealed they physically interact. Moreover, ZFP804A 
physically interacted with the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic markers, postsynaptic den-
sity protein-95 (PSD-95) and gephyrin respectively. These novel findings suggest that the 
interaction between the schizophrenia susceptibility genes ZNF804A and NT5C2 may be 
relevant to the synaptic pathology in the psychiatric disorder. The interaction between ZF-
P804A and putative synaptic markers PSD-95 and gephyrin held relevance to excitatory 
and inhibitory imbalance observed in schizophrenia.
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A novel fluorogenic chemical probe for direct identification and in vivo imaging of 
microglia 
Beomsue Kim, Fukuda Masahiro, Jungyeol Lee, Srikanta Sanu, Taejoon Kwon, 
Hyunsoo Shawn Je, and Young-Tae Chang. 

Microglia, the central nervous system (CNS)-resident macrophages, are important to 
maintain CNS homeostasis in healthy and disease states. Their abnormality has been 
considered as an integral part in the pathogenesis of various neurological disorders in-
cluding stroke, Alzheimer’s disease. However, the observation of microglia is predomi-
nantly restricted to use immunobiological techniques or transgenic mouse lines that la-
beled microglia with a fluorescent protein genetically. Therefore, efforts have been dedi-
cated to generating a novel method to visualize microglia in situ and in vivo. Through di-
versity-oriented fluorescence library screening and a through structure-activity relation-
ships study, we developed CDr20, a fluorescent chemical probe that labels live microglia. 
CDr20 selectively stained microglia both in vitro and in vivo conditions. Intriguingly, intra-
venously delivered CDr20 labeled cortical microglia in vivo in a triple transgenic mouse 
model of Alzheimer’s disease at 12 months of age when compared with non-transgenic 
controls. Using a genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 knockout screen, we identified Ugt1a7c 
as the functional target protein of CDr20 that activates CDr20 fluorescence signal in mi-
croglia through the enzymatic glucuronidation reaction. CDr20 will be useful to detect mi-
croglial population in neural disorders.

Neuronal apoptosis caused by genome instability underlies cognitive deficit 
in ciliopathy 
Hee Jin Jang, Bum Soo Kim, Jun Yeop Roh, Eun Joon Kim, Yong Mahn Han, Jeong 
Ho Lee. 

Joubert syndrome (JBST) is a rare autosomal recessive genetic disorder with defects in 
structure and function of primary cilia that play a role as signal-ing antenna in cells. JBTS 
patients typically show intellectual disability and cognitive dys-function. However, their 
molecular pathogenesis remains unclear. Tmem138 encoding ciliary proteins is known to 
cause JBTS. We generated Emx1-Cre; Tmem138 conditional knock-out mouse where the 
Tmem138 gene was deleted only in excitatory neuron of cor-tex and hippocampus. 
Through various behavioral tests, we found that these mouse have a defect in hippocam-
pus-dependent learning and memory. Regarding the molecular mechanism, we found that 
neuronal survival in dentate gyrus was significantly decreased and apoptosis was in-
creased. In addition to these findings, we observed genome instabil-ity in patient’s fibrob-
lasts with TMEM138 mutations and hippocampal neuron of Tmem138 KO mouse. 
Genome instability resulted in up-regulation of p53 which is key molecule of neuronal 
apoptosis. Also, we showed that p53 knockdown by injecting lenti-virus expressing p53 
shRNA into subgranular zone of hippocampus inhibits neuronal apoptosis and rescues 
memory defect. Our findings suggest that the loss of ciliary pro-teins can influence neu-
ronal survival through genome instability and the mechanism may explain a role of ciliary 
proteins in the cognitive dysfunction of ciliopathies.
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 Trans-synaptic interaction of PTPRD with IL1RAPL1 regulates excitatory synaptic 
development 
Haram Park*, Yeonsoo Choi*, Hwajin Jung*, Suho Lee, Seoyoung Kim, Hanseul 
Kweon, Suwon Kang, Woongseop Shim, Yiseul Cho, Esther Yang, Hyun Kim, Yong 
Chul Bae, Eunjoon Kim. 

The LAR family of receptor tyrosine phosphatases with three known members has been 
suggested to be present at presynaptic sites and trans-synaptically interact with various 
postsynaptic adhesion molecules to regulate excitatory and inhibitory synapse develop-
ment and function. However, related in vivo evidence at cellular and subcellular levels has 
been limited. We found, using several PTPRD-related mouse lines, that PTPRD is present 
at excitatory presynaptic sites and required for excitatory synapse maintenance through 
the trans-synaptic interaction with IL1RAPL1. Deletion of PTPRD leads not only to synap-
tic transmission deficits and structural decreases in postsynaptic density, but also near 
complete tyrosine dephosphorylation of IL1RAPL1 at two novel residues. Behaviorally, 
PTPRD global-KO mice show strong hyperactivity that is mimicked by PTPRD KOs re-
stricted to excitatory and inhibitory neurons, and displays decreased non-REM sleep. 
These behaviors, as well as the synaptic and biochemical deficits seen at the cellular lev-
el, are recapitulated in mutant mice lacking solely the miniexon A of PTPRD, which does 
not affect PTPRD expression but is critical for stable binding between PTPRD and 
IL1RAPL1. These results suggest that interaction of PTPRD with its trans-synaptic binding 
partner is necessary for excitatory synapse development throughout the brain, the disrup-
tion of which leads to the manifestation of numerous neuropsychiatry-associated pheno-
types in mice.

microRNA mediated control of functional states of dendritic spines 
Hyun Jin Kim and Joung-Hun Kim. 

For synaptic plasticity including structural changes, various protein expression is essential 
and these expression controlled by diverse molecular mechanisms. Brain-specific mιcro-
RNAs (miRNAs) emerged as critical regulators for synapse development and plasticity 
through their control of gene expression. However, we still do not know even the distribu-
tion and role of miRNAs at dendritic spines which significant loci of excitatory inputs and 
synaptic plasticity accompanying structural changes. Brain-specific miR-134s likely regu-
late the structural maturation of dendritic protrusions, but their subcellular distributions and 
functional impacts have rarely been assessed. Here, we adapted atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) to visualize in situ miR-134s, which indicated that they are mainly distributed at 
nearby dendritic shafts and necks of spines. The abundance of miR-134s varied between 
morphologically and functionally distinct spine types, and their amounts were inversely 
correlated with their postulated maturation stages. Moreover, spines exhibited reduced 
contents of miR-134s when selectively stimulated with beads containing a brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) or activated loci of protrusions. From these results, in situ 
visualizations of miRNAs provided unprecedented insights into the “in-verse synaptic-tag-
ging” roles of miR-134s that are selective to inactive/irrelevant synapses and potentially a 
molecular means for modifying synaptic connectivity via structural alteration.
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Cortical interoceptive processing supports suppression of conscious feeling to op-
timize an uncertain decision under threat 
Jaejoong Kim1,2, Bumseok Jeong1,2*. 
1. Graduate School of Medical Science and Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute for Sci-ence and Technology (KAIST), 291 Daehak-
ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 34141, Republic of Korea;  
2. KI for Health Science and Technology, KAIST Institute, KAIST, 291 Daehak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 34141, Republic of Korea. 

The somatic marker hypothesis proposed that the cue predict-ing emotional conse-
quences evokes an interoceptive representation called ‘somatic marker’ that contribute to 
generate emotional feeling and subsequent decision making. However, it has rarely been 
investigated whether this influence of cue on decision is mediated by a conscious emo-
tional feeling of an agent (e.g., conscious feeling of danger enables choosing safer option 
during risky decision making) or both conscious emotional feeling and decision making 
evoked by predictive cue are competing processes involving separate interoceptive rep-
resentations during decision (e.g. conscious feeling of danger disturbs optimal decision). 
In this EEG study, by using computational modeling of the behavior, we have first shown 
that an optimal decision under uncertainty, which needs to decrease an uncertainty-in-
duced decision noise, was mediated by suppression of conscious feeling of danger – 
which prefers second hypothesis that the conscious feeling and decision optimization 
process are two competing processes. Furthermore, heartbeat-evoked response (HER) 
analysis during decision process revealed that generation of conscious feeling and the 
decision optimization processes involves two different cortical interoceptive processing 
competing each other. These results shows that conscious feeling of danger and decision 
making are competing processes supported by separate somatic markers.

NGL-1/LRRC4C deletion moderately suppresses hippocampal excitatory synapse 
development and function in an input-independent manner 
Yeonsoo Choi*, Haram Park*, Hwajin Jung, Hanseul Kwon, Seoyeong Kim, Soo 
Yeon Lee, Hyemin Han, Yisul Cho, Seyeon Kim, Woong Seob Sim, Jeongmin Kim, 
Yongchul Bae, Eunjoon Kim. 

Netrin-G ligand-1 (NGL-1), also known as LRRC4C, is a PSD-95–interacting postsynaptic 
adhesion molecule that interacts trans-synaptically with presynaptic netrin-G1. NGL-1 and 
its family member protein NGL-2 are thought to promote excitatory synapse development 
through largely non-overlapping neuronal pathways. While NGL-2 has been shown to be 
critical for excitatory synapse development in specific dendritic segments of neurons in an 
input-specific manner, whether NGL-1 has similar functions is unclear. Here, we show that 
NGL-1 deletion in male mice moderately suppresses excitatory synapse development and 
function, but surprisingly, does so in an input-independent manner. While NGL-1 is mainly 
detected in the stratum lacunosum moleculare (SLM) layer of the hippo-campus relative to 
the stratum radiatum (SR) layer, NGL-1 deletion leads to de-creases in dendritic spine 
density in both SLM and SR layers in the ventral hippocampus. In addition, both SLM and 
SR excitatory synapses display suppressed short-term synaptic plasticity in the ventral 
hippocampus. These morphological and functional changes are either absent or modest 
in the dorsal hippocampus. The input-independent synaptic changes induced by NGL-1 
deletion involve abnormal translocation of NGL-2 from the SR to SLM layer. These results 
suggest that NGL-1 deletion moderately suppresses hippocampal excitatory synapse de-
velopment and function in an input-independent manner.
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 Brain somatic mutations observed in Alzheimer’s disease associated with aging 
and dysregulation of tau phosphorylation 
Jun Sung Park, Junehawk Lee, Eun Sun Jung, Myeong-Heui Kim, Il Bin Kim,  
Hyeonju Son, Sangwoo Kim, Sanghyeon Kim, Young Mok Park, Inhee Mook-Jung, 
Seok Jong Yu, and Jeong Ho Lee. 

Brain somatic mutations arising from the neural stem cell niche appear to underlie several 
neurodevelopmental disorders and brain tumors. Studies, however, have yet to shed light 
on the significance and pathogenic roles of brain somatic mutations in Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD). Here, we performed deep whole-exome sequencing (average read depth 
584X) in 111 post-mortem hippocampal formation and matched blood tissues from 52 AD 
patients and 11 non-demented individuals. We found an average of 11.96 and 12.55 so-
matic single nucleotide variations (SNVs) in brain tissue from AD patients and controls, 
respectively, and 59.31 and 59.17 SNVs from blood. The number of somatic mutations in 
brain specimens increased significantly with aging, and the rate of mutation accumulation 
in the brain was 4.8-fold slower than that in blood. The pathogenic somatic mutations 
identified in 26.9% (14 of 52) of AD individuals were enriched in PI3K-AKT, MAPK, and 
AMPK pathway genes known to contribute to hyperphosphorylation of Tau. Further, we 
discovered that a pathogenic brain somatic mutation in PIN1 was more abundant in AT8-
positive neurons in the entorhinal cortex and leads to a loss-of-function mutation. In vitro 
mimicking of haploinsufficiency of PIN1 aberrantly increased the phosphorylation and ag-
gregated form of Tau. Altogether, this study provides new insights into the genetic archi-
tecture underlying the pathogenesis of AD, demonstrating that brain somatic mutations 
associated with aging contribute to the initial appearance of Tau pathology in the hip-
pocampal formation of the AD brain.
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TRPV1 Kockout repairs memory deficits and reduces hippocampal amyloid-beta 
and tau in an Alzheimer’s disease mouse model 
Jiyoung Kim, Juyong Kim, Jiyoung Lee, Jaekyoon Kim, Yong-Keun Jung, Jung-Soo 
Han, Ki Won Lee 

The transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TPV1) protein is a pain receptor that elicits a 
hot sensation when an organism eats the capsaicin from chili peppers. This calcium-per-
meable cation channel is mostly expressed in peripheral nervous system sensory neu-
rons, but it is also expressed in the central nervous system (e.g., hippocampus and cor-
tex). Preclinical studies have found that TRPV1 mediates the expression of genes associ-
ated with synaptic plasticity and neurogenesis. Therefore, we hypothesized that TRPV1 
deficiency may mitigate Alzheimer's disease (AD). The role of TRPV1 was investigated in 
a triple-transgenic AD mouse model (3×Tg-AD+/+) of wild type (TRPV1+/+), hetero 
(TRPV1+/-), knockout (TRPV1-/-) TRPV1 at the age of 12 months. Compared to 3×Tg-AD+

+/TRPV1++ mice, 3×Tg-AD+/+/TRPV1-/- mice had better memory function and lower hip-
pocampus Aβ, tau and p-tau. Taken together, these results suggest that TRPV1 deficiency 
might have anti-AD effects, promote resilience to memory loss and increase hippocampal 
Aβ, tau and p-tau levels in AD patients. A drug that modulates TRPV1 may be used as a 
therapeutic for preventing or treating AD.
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Noncoding De Novo Mutations Contribute to Autism via Long-Range Regulatory in-
teractions. 
Il Bin Kim, Tae Yeop Lee, Junehawk Lee, Jonghun Kim, Hyunseong Lee, Woo 
Kyeong Kim, Young Seok Ju, Yongseong Cho, Seok Jong Yu, Soon Ae Kim, Miae Oh, 
Tae Hwan Kwak, Sai Hali, Dong Wook Han, Eunjoon Kim, Jung Kyoon Choi, Hee 
Jeong Yoo, Jeong Ho Lee 

Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder with complex genomic etiologies, with most 
cases occurring sporadically. De novo mutations (DNMs), accordingly, have been thought 
to play a critical role in the development of autism. However, DNMs contribute to 
~10%-30% of patients with autism, which is largely due to studies focusing on protein-cod-
ing regions. Although DNMs in noncoding regions also seem to underlie the genomic eti-
ologies of autism, the pathogenic role of the mutations outside the protein-encoding re-
gions remains poorly understood. Since the genomes are a form of three-dimensional 
chromatin structures, how the noncoding DNMs affect the long-range chromatin interac-
tions in autism is to be explored. Here, we generated 931 whole-genome sequences of 
whole blood DNA acquired from Korean simplex families to detect DNMs, and identified 
target genes that have the chromatin interactions with the noncoding DNMs in regulatory 
elements, using DNase-seq and Hi-C. Notably, the noncoding DNMs that have the chro-
matin interactions exhibit transcriptional dysregulation implicated in autism. And those tar-
get genes are significantly involved in histone modification and prenatal expression of brain 
development, both of which are implicated in the pathogenesis of autism. Furthermore, we 
experimentally validated the effects of the noncoding DNMs defined through the long-range 
chromatin interactions. Indeed, the noncoding DNMs remotely affect the target gene ex-
pressions in the mutation-carrying neurons derived from a patient’s induced pluripotent 
stem cells. Interestingly, noncoding and coding DNMs collectively contribute to severely 
low IQs. This strongly suggests that a clinical subtype of autism can be genetically defined 
by discovering the functionally active noncoding DNMs. Our results are reproducible in in-
dependent 517 probands of MSSNG. This work reveals the contribution of the noncoding 
DNMs to autism via the long-range chromatin interactions. 
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Dissecting the molecular basis of MTOR somatic mutations leading to aberrant 
brain development and neural circuit formation. 
Sang Min Park1, Jae Seok Lim1, Suresh Ramakrishna2, Se Hoon Kim3, Woo Kyeong 
Kim1, Junehawk Lee4, Hoon-Chul Kang3, Jeremy F. Reiter5, Dong Seok Kim3, Hy-
ongbum Kim3 and Jeong Ho Lee1,6. 
1 KAIST, Daejeon, South Korea. 2 Hanyang University, Seoul, South Korea. 3 Yonsei University College of Medicine, Seoul, South 
Korea. 4 KISTI, Daejeon, South Korea. 5 University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA. 6 Institute for Basic Science, 
Daejeon, South Korea. 

Focal malformations of cortical development (FMCDs) are major etiologies of pediatric in-
trac-table epilepsies exhibiting cortical dyslamination. Brain somatic mutations in MTOR 
have re-cently been identified as a major genetic cause of FMCDs. However, the molecu-
lar basis of MTOR somatic mutations leading to aberrant brain development and neural 
circuit formation remains poorly understood. Especially, the molecular mechanism by 
which MTOR mutations lead to cortical dyslamination is still elusive. Here, using patient 
tissue, genome-edited cells, and mouse models with brain somatic mutations in MTOR, 
we discovered that disruption of neuronal ciliogenesis underlies cortical dyslamination in 
FMCDs by compromising Wnt signals essential for neuronal polarization. Next, we are 
studying the molecular basis of MTOR somatic mutations at neural circuit level. We ob-
served aberrant neural circuit formation and firing rate, both of which are causative for 
epileptic neural network, at MTOR mutation carrying neurons in FMCD mouse model. We 
speculate that these abnormalities would cause abnormal behav-ioral phenotypes in FM-
CDs. The causal role of defective neural circuit on abnormal behavioral phenotypes would 
be dissected. Altogether, this study describes a molecular basis of MTOR brain somatic 
mutations in the pathogenesis of FMCDs.
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